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4HE�SERIAL�CORRELATION�OF�INmATION�FELL�IN�THE�LARGEST�ADVANCED�ECONOMIES�FROM�
THE� END�OF� THE� ����S��!T� lRST�� RESEARCHERS� ATTRIBUTED� THIS� TO� A� FALL� IN� INmATION�
PERSISTENCE��REJECTING�THE�USUAL�HYPOTHESIS�THAT�INmATION�HAS�A�UNIT�ROOT��#OGLEY�
and Sargent, 2002). However, it was quickly understood that the persistence of 
INmATION��MEASURED�BY�THE�SIZE�OF�ITS�LARGEST�AUTOREGRESSIVE�ROOT	�HAD�IN�FACT�NOT�
changed, and had remained close to one (Pivetta and Reis, 2007). The observed 
APPARENT�FALL�IN�THE�SERIAL�CORRELATION�OF�INmATION�IS�INSTEAD�EXPLAINED�BY�CHANGES�
IN�THE�TYPES�OF�SHOCKS�THAT�AFFECT�THE�INmATION�PROCESS��3TOCK�AND�7ATSON��������
����	�PUT�FORWARD�A�NEW�PARSIMONIOUS�MODEL�FOR�INmATION�THAT�ACCOUNTS�WELL�FOR�
THE�CHANGES�IN�THE�INmATION�PROCESS�AFTER�������4HAT�MODEL�IS�DESCRIBED�IN�"OX�
2.1.

Box 2.1 Modelling inflation persistence: The Stock and Watson approach

)N�THE�MODEL�OF�3TOCK�AND�7ATSON������������	��INmATION�CAN�BE�MODELLED�
as the sum of two unobserved components: a trend Ĳt and a transitory 
shock Șt. Formally: 

ʌt = Ĳt + Șt

with E(Șt) = 0 and var(Șt)� �ı 2Ș�W is the variance of the transitory shock. The 
trend can be then modelled as:

Ĳt = Ĳt-1 + İt

with E(İt) = 0 and var(İt)� �ı 2İ�W is the varianxce of the permanenty shock. 
They also assume that cov(İt, Șt) = 0. Stock and Watson (2007) develop an 
estimator for this unobserved components-stochastic volatility (UC-SV) 
model and show that the UC-SV model can be also represented as a time 
VARYING�MOVING�AVERAGE�MODEL�FOR�THE�lRST�DIFFERENCE�OF�INmATION�

ǻʌt = at - ștat-1

where at is an iid error term with ı 2D�W which is a function of ı 2İ�W and ı 2Ș�W . 
The parameter șt  is also a function of these parameters, decreasing in 
the ı 2İ�W/ı 2Ș�W  ratio.5 Note that șt  is inversely related to the persistence of 
THE�INmATION�PROCESS��7HEN�șt  is close to zero (i.e., when the variance of 
the persistent shock is very large), most of the weight is placed on recent 
observations and a simple AR model will have parameters close to one. 
When șt  is instead close to one (i.e., when the variance of the persistent 
shock is relatively small), the trend puts more weight on past realisations 
OF�INmATION��

�� 3PECIlCALLY��ıa = 
– ıİ– ıİ2 – 4ıȘ2

– 2
  and ș = 1 – ıİ

ıa
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THE�AUTOREGRESSIVE�COEFlCIENT�MATCHES�THE�DECREASE�IN�THE�VOLATILITY�OF�PERMANENT�
INmATIONS�SHOCKS��CAPTURED�BY�AN�INCREASE�OF�THE�PARAMETER�ș in the Stock and 
7ATSON�MODEL	�� 4HE�lGURE� SHOWS� THAT� IN� THE�53�� THE� VOLATILITY� OF� PERMANENT�
shocks decreased rapidly between the mid-1970s and the mid-1980s. The same 
phenomenon occurred in the UK and Japan, but at a slower pace (in both 
countries, the volatility of persistent shocks kept decreasing until the late 1990s). 
)NSOFAR�AS�THE�VOLATILITY�OF�THE�PERMANENT�PROCESS�CAPTURES�THE�RISK�THAT�INmATION�
becomes unanchored and drifts away from target, these estimates support the 
VIEW�THAT�INmATION�REMAINED�STABLE��ALBEIT�AT�LOWER�LEVELS�WITH�RESPECT�TO�THE�PRE
crisis period, and well anchored during the recent period.

Figure 2.4 Persistence of trend inflation
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Notes: 4HE�GREY�LINES�PLOT�THE�COEFlCIENTS�OF�A�SIMPLE�AUTOREGRESSIVE�MODEL��ESTIMATED�WITH�QUARTERLY�DATA�
and a 12-year window for the US, UK and Japan, and a six-year window for the Eurozone) and black lines 
plot the values of ș obtained with the Stock and Watson model.

2.3 Revisiting the Phillips curve

As we described in Chapter 1, using simple Phillips curve logic leads to 
TWO� CONJOINED� PUZZLES� n� lRST�� THAT� THERE� WAS� NO� LARGE� FALL� IN� INmATION� AFTER�
unemployment peaked in 2009-10; and second, that there was no large increase 
IN� INmATION�WHEN� THE� RECOVERY�WAS�WELL�UNDER�WAY� IN���������4HESE�ARE� THE�
@MISSING�DISINmATION��AND�THE�@MISSING�INmATION��PUZZLES��

Source: Miles et al (2017)



Fall in the common component of inflation
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Dynamic factor model 
representation

Is the common the 
persistent?
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yields matters much more than the volatility of yields on individual securities. The 
timing of the change in the volatility of inflation is equally noteworthy. Given the 15-
year rolling window, the sharp drop around 1995 again reflects the effect of the pre-
1980 data dropping out of the estimation window.8 

The impact of changes in the monetary policy stance 

What has the role of monetary policy been in the large drop in the importance of the 
common component of inflation? And what are the implications for the policy’s ability 
to steer inflation once inflation is low and stable? 

In answering these questions, it is essential to make a distinction between the 
monetary policy regime and changes in the stance of policy within the regime. The 
regime involves the more systematic aspects of the response of policy to economic 
conditions (the central bank’s “reaction function”). Among other things, a well-
understood and credible reaction function is important in shaping inflation 
expectations of workers, firms and other market participants. Changes in the policy 
stance, on the other hand, are better regarded as marginal adjustments to policy 
settings. 

There is no doubt that the change in the policy regime has been the critical force 
bringing inflation down and hence reducing the importance of the common 

 
8  Eo et al (2020) document the divergent dynamics of goods and service prices in the United States, 

Australia and Canada, with the correlation between the two falling to essentially zero since the 1990s 
in all three countries. Moreover, they find that variations in trend inflation are now entirely dominated 
by fluctuations in trend prices in the service sector. 

The importance of the common factor underlying price changes has fallen sharply Graph 2
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Fraction of price-change variance in 
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Variance decomposition of 12-month 
headline PCE inflation3 
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1  The common component of 12-month percent changes in prices across all sectors and within each specified broad PCE sector is estimated
using a 15-year moving window.    2  Each dot corresponds to one of the 131 narrowly defined PCE sectors.    3  Time-varying volatility of 12-
month inflation is calculated using a 15-year moving window. The calculation of variance and co-variance contributions to the total variance
of 12-month headline PCE inflation is based on the 131 narrowly defined PCE sectors. 

Sources: US Bureau of Economic Analysis; authors’ calculations. 
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American Economic Journal: Macroeconomics 2 (July 2010): 128–157
http://www.aeaweb.org/articles.php?doi=10.1257/mac.2.3.128

One of the goals of macroeconomics is to explain the aggregate sources of 
changes in goods’ prices. If there was a single consumption good in the world, 

as is often assumed in models, describing the price changes of consumption would 
be a trivial matter. But, in reality, there are many goods and prices, and there is 
an important distinction between price changes that are equiproportional across all 
goods (absolute-price changes) and changes in the cost of some goods relative to oth-
ers (relative-price changes). The goal of this paper is to empirically separate these 
sources of price changes and to investigate their relative size, their determinants, 
and their role in the macroeconomic Phillips relation between in!ation and output.

Our data are the quarterly price changes in each of 187 sectors in the US per-
sonal consumption expenditures (PCE) category of the national income and product 
accounts from 1959:Q1 to 2006:Q2. Denoting the rate of price change for the i’th 
good between dates t ! 1 and t by "it  , and letting !t be the N # 1 vector that col-
lects these goods’ price changes, we model their co-movement using a linear factor 
model:

(1) !t = "Ft + ut .

*Reis: Department of Economics, Columbia University, 1002 International Affairs Building, 420 West 118th 
Street, New York, NY 10027 (e-mail: rreis@columbia.edu); Watson: Department of Economics and Woodrow 
Wilson School, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08544-1013 (e-mail: mwatson@princeton.edu). We are grate-
ful to several colleagues for their valuable input to this research project. For their support and hospitality, Reis 
thanks the Hoover Institution at Stanford University under a Campbell national fellowship, Columbia University’s 
Program for Economic Research, the University of Chicago, and Princeton University where much of the work 
for this paper was completed. The National Science Foundation provided support through grants SES-0617811 
and SES-0921147.

† To comment on this article in the online discussion forum, or to view additional materials, visit the articles 
page at http://www.aeaweb.org/articles.php?doi=10.1257/mac.2.3.128.

Relative Goods’ Prices, Pure In!ation,  
and The Phillips Correlation†

By R"#$%&' R(") $*& M$%+ W. W$,)'**

This paper uses a dynamic factor model for the quarterly changes in 
consumption goods’ prices in the United States since 1959 to sepa-
rate them into three independent components: idiosyncratic relative-
price changes, a low-dimensional index of aggregate relative-price 
changes, and an index of equiproportional changes in all in!ation 
rates that we label “pure” in!ation. We use the estimates to answer 
two questions. First, what share of the variability of in!ation is 
associated with each component, and how are they related to con-
ventional measures of monetary policy and relative-price shocks? 
Second, what drives the Phillips correlation between in!ation and 
measures of real activity? (JEL E21, E23, E31, E52)

Contents
Relative Goods’ Prices, Pure In!ation,  
and The Phillips Correlation† 128
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VII. What Have We Done and Why Does It Matter? 154
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Fall in the aggregate relative component

4

The aggregate relative price component is the covariance term
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Figure 2.2 Decomposition of inflation into pure inflation, relative price component 
and idiosyncratic shocks 
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VOL. 2 NO. 3 129REIS AND WATSON: RELATIVE GOODS’ PRICES AND PURE INFLATION

The k factors in the k ! 1 vector Ft capture common sources of variation in prices. 
These might be due to aggregate shocks affecting all sectors, such as changes in 
aggregate productivity, government spending, or monetary policy, or they might be 
due to shocks that affect many, but not all sectors, such as changes in energy prices, 
weather events in agriculture, or exchange rate !uctuations and the price of trad-
ables. The N ! k matrix ! contains coef"cients (“factor loadings”) that determine 
how the price of each individual good responds to these shocks. The N ! 1 vector ut 
is a remainder that captures good-speci"c relative price variability associated with 
idiosyncratic sectoral events or measurement error.

We see the empirical model in (1) as a useful way to capture the main features 
of the covariance matrix of changes in the goods’ prices. To the extent that the fac-
tors in Ft explain a signi"cant share of the variation in the data, then changes in 
goods’ prices provide information on the aggregate shocks that macroeconomists 
care about. We separate this aggregate component of price changes into an absolute-
price component and possibly several relative price components. Denoting these by 
the scalar at and the Rt vector of size k " 1, respectively, this decomposition can be 
written as:

(2) !Ft = lat + "Rt .

Absolute price changes affect all prices equiproportionately, so l is an N ! 1 vector 
of ones, while relative price changes affect prices in different proportions according 
to the N ! (k " 1) matrix ". The "rst question this paper asks is whether the com-
mon sources of variation, !Ft, can be decomposed in this way.

One issue is that l may not be in the column space of !. That is, there may be 
no absolute-price changes in the data. Given estimates of the factor model, we can 
investigate this empirically using statistical tests and measures of "t. Another issue 
is that the decomposition in (2) is not unique. That is, at and Rt are not separately 
identi"ed. The key source of the identi"cation problem is easy to see. For any arbi-
trary (k " 1) ! 1 vector #, we have that lat + "Rt = l(at + #$Rt   ) + (" " l#$)Rt  , 
so that (at, Rt  ) cannot be distinguished from (at +#$Rt, Rt). The intuition is that the 
absolute change in prices cannot be distinguished from a change in “average relative 
prices” #$Rt, but there are many ways to de"ne what this average means.1

We overcome this identi"cation problem by focusing on two independent compo-
nents: “pure” in!ation #t, and a low-dimensional relative price index %t de"ned as

(3) #t = at " E [ at | {R  $}T$=1 ]

(4) %t = E [ Ft | {R  $}T$=1 ].

1 One natural way is to assume that relative price changes must add up to zero across all goods. Reis and 
Watson (2007) use this restriction to de"ne a numeraire price index that measures absolute price changes. A fur-
ther identi"cation issue in the model is that "Rt = "AA!1Rt for arbitrary nonsingular matrix A. For our purposes, 
we will not need to separately identify the elements of Rt, so this "nal issue is not important.

Source: Miles et al (2017)



In a model: the transmission of M policy

• Unexpected changes in monetary policy, which change relative prices, and 
therefore lead to changes in production across firms with nominal rigidities

• Also productivity changes though…
5
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The Web Appendix solves for the equilibrium in this economy, showing that it 
can be reduced to the following equations for pit, pt, and yt (ignoring constants):
(20) 

 

pit = !i [  pt + " (yt # xt ) + $%&t # $(xit # xt)]
  + (1 # !i)   ̂  

   
 E [  pt + "(yt # xt) + $%&t # $(xit # xt)],

(21) pt = N  #1  ' 
i=1

  
N

    pit ,

(22) mt = pt + yt ,

where " and $ are two positive parameters that depend on the preference and pro-
duction parameters, xit =  (   

    xit ( j) dj
 
is sectoral productivity and xt = N  #1  ' i=1  N

     xit is 
average productivity. The !rst equation is the fundamental pricing equation in new 
Keynesian models, relating sectoral prices to marginal costs, which, in this model, 
depend on aggregate output, sectoral productivity, and taxes. The second equation is 
a log-linear approximation to the static cost-of-living price index, which we denote 
by pt. The third equation is the quantity theory relation that follows from the cash-
in-advance constraint. This basic reduced-form structure is shared by many modern 
models of in"ation dynamics.

A few steps of algebra show that sectoral price changes in this economy follow 
the same linear dynamic factor model in (5), !t = l)t + "#t +  ut, that we will esti-
mate in the data. The three components are:

(23) )t = *+t + >��
$% ___ "  ? *�&t ,

(24) "i#t = *,t#1 + >��
"!i __________  

1 # (1 # ") __ !    ?*2 ,t

 + (- #  _ .  )*/t#1 # !i >��
"( _ .   # -) +  __ !  (1 # ")(1 #  

_ .  )(" # $)    ____________________________   
1 # (1 # ") __ !    ?*2/t

 #$(.i #  
_ .  )[ !i */t + (1 # !i)*/  t#1   ],

(25) uit = #$(!i 0it + (1 # !i )*0it#1),

where  
_ .   and  

__ !   are the sectoral averages of .i and !i, respectively, * = (1 – L) is the 
!rst-difference operator, and "i on the left-hand side of (24) denotes the factor load-
ing for 1it  . Aggregate output in turn is

(26) yt = @��� 1 #  
__ !  
 __________  

1 # (1 # ") __ !     A *,t # >��
%$ ___ "  ? &t +  _ .  /t#1 +  __ !    @���" + $( _ .   # 1)  ___________  

1 # (1 # ") __ !     A */t  .

Source: Reis Watson (2010)



Monetary policy shocks and inflation

6
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where ,௧ା is the log price level for sector i in month t+h, ܯ ௧ܲ is the monetary policy 
shock in month t and  is a vector of aggregate controls included to filter out the 
impact of macroeconomic conditions on price changes within each sector.12  

Over a period that witnessed a diminished role for the common component in 
price fluctuations, we find that the response of prices to monetary policy shocks 
appears limited to a few sectors (Graph 3).13 This is so even if one allows for natural 
lags in the policy’s impact, as shown by the increasing (absolute) size of the point 
estimates (ߚ, in the equation above) as time unfolds (left-hand panel).14 

Specifically, it is striking that the impact on prices is statistically significant at 
conventional levels for only a small fraction of narrowly defined sectors – less than 
20% at the 10% significance level after 12 months (Graph 3, centre panel). Even after 
36 months, the fraction of sectors for which the price response is statistically 

 
12  The set of control variables includes: a survey-based measure of long-term PCE inflation expectations; 

the unemployment gap; the 12-month log-difference in average hourly earnings; the 1-month log-
difference in the WTI spot price; and the 1-month difference in the Baa-Aaa corporate bond credit 
spread. 

13  Note that because of its wide reach, the effects of monetary policy shocks transmit mainly through 
the common component of price changes. That said, the importance of the common component 
(“factor loadings”) varies across sectors. Hence monetary policy affects each sector differently despite 
its generalised impact.   

14  The sluggish response of prices to a monetary policy shock is in line with those of Boivin et al (2009), 
who examine the impact of such shocks on disaggregated PCE sectors using a factor-augmented 
vector auto-regression (FAVAR) model. In their framework, monetary policy shocks are identified 
recursively, ie monetary policy is assumed to respond to contemporaneous fluctuations in the 

 

The impact of monetary policy on prices varies across sectors 
In per cent Graph 3

Response of prices to a monetary 
policy shock across narrowly defined 
PCE sectors1 

Proportion of statistically significant 
price responses to monetary policy 
shocks2 

Proportion of statistically significant 
price responses to positive and 
negative monetary policy shocks2, 3 

 

 

 

 

 
1  Weighted percentiles of the response of prices across 131 narrowly defined  personal consumption expenditure (PCE) sectors to a monetary 
policy shock of 25 basis points. The weights are equal to the sector-specific average expenditure shares.    2  Significant at 10% level.    3  In 
this specification, positive (ie contractionary) and negative (ie expansionary) monetary policy shocks of 25 basis points are allowed to have
differential effects on prices. 

Sources: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System; US Bureau of Economic Analysis; authors’ calculations. 
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Months after the shock

Separating the monetary 
policy shocks, they indeed 
play a role

Work mostly through a 
few prices being more 
flexible

Consistent with great 
degree of rigidity, flat 
Phillips curve, capital of 
inattention earned in 
2000-20

Source: Borio et al (2017)



What about the present and near future?
• Conjecture: increase in variance, increase in impact of policy?

• 2020 bottlenecks and 2021 energy shocks: supply shocks are back
• They are the aggregate relative price components that had been subdued
• Volatility of last 12 months has eroded the capital of inattention

• The challenges for central banks have changed radically in last 12 months
• relative prices
• drifting expectations anchor
• trade-offs between inflation and output
• pivots in policy, regain credibility following a narrow path

• Authors speak of flexibility. Reality calls for it to be (aggressively) used
7


